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As we enter a new era of space exploration, the
question of who is and isn’t considered an
astronaut arises. More specifically, are individuals
who travel to space for recreational purposes
through space tourism (via companies like SpaceX,
Virgin Galactic, and Blue Origin) considered
astronauts? Given this debate, it is worthwhile to
delve into a brief history of this unique profession.
The independent United States federal agency
known as the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) has set the requirements to
be an astronaut for decades. Throughout history,
requirements have changed based on the goals and
missions of NASA.
One of the astronauts who was able to meet the
requirements to be an astronaut and complete
missions in space was Colonel Richard O. Covey,
who has received several distinguished honors for
his services and experiences.
Col. Covey was born in Fayetteville, Arkansas, and
received his Bachelor of Science in engineering
science in 1968 from the United States Air Force
Academy with a major in astronautical engineering.
He later went on to receive his Master of Science in
1969 from Purdue University in aeronautics and
astronautics.
As an operational fighter pilot in the United States
Air Force, Col. Covey flew 339 combat missions
during two tours in Southeast Asia. This resulted in
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over 5,700 hours flown and in more than 30
different types of aircraft.
Col. Covey was selected as an astronaut candidate
by NASA in 1978 and became an astronaut in 1979.
He completed four space flights in total and logged
over 646 hours in space. It is interesting to note
that the qualifications to be an astronaut have
varied from the beginning of NASA, when he
entered the agency, and after he retired from both
the agency and the Air Force in 1994. 1

Evolution of the Astronaut
Selection Process
MERCURY
When NASA started seeking members to be
astronauts in 1959 for the Mercury mission, they were
looking for individuals less than 40 years old, less than
5 ft. 11 inches tall, in excellent physical condition, with
a bachelor’s degree in engineering or equivalent, a
graduate of test pilot school, qualified jet pilot, and at
least 1500 hours of flying time.2

GEMINI AND APOLLO
In 1961, NASA modified the requirements to be an
astronaut to meet standards for the new Gemini and
Apollo missions. Education and experience in flying
high-performance aircraft were still stressed.
Although the age requirement was lowered to less
than 35, the maximum height was raised to 6 feet, and
qualified civilians were able to apply instead of just
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individuals specifically from the United States military
services. NASA also began to consider scientists as
astronauts.3

operational Shuttle flight, STS-5 in 1982, serving as the
Mission Control spacecraft communicator for Shuttle
Missions STS-5, 6, 61-B, 61-C, and 51-L, and being a
pilot for the STS 51-I space flight in 1985.

THE SHUTTLE ERA

POST-CHALLENGER SHUTTLE ERA

In 1972, NASA developed requirements for an
astronaut that could fly and operate the space shuttle.
They could be military personnel or civilians such as
engineers, scientists, or physicians. A test pilot
qualification wasn’t necessary but preferred to
maintain high-performance proficiency.

After the Challenger accident in 1986, the Space
Shuttle program didn’t resume until 1988, when a new
era began with the joint program of the International
Space Station and the Russian Space Agency. The
criteria at this time additionally included proficiency in
the Russian language.4
During this era, from 1986 to 2011, Col. Covey was a
pilot for space flights STS-26 in 1988: the spacecraft
commander for STS-38 in 1990 and the spacecraft
commander for STS-61 in 1993. Through all his space
flights, he was able to log over 646 hours in space.
Furthermore, in 1989, he was the Chairman of NASA’s
Space Flight Safety Panel and performed technical
assignments with the Astronaut Office as well as
served as Acting Deputy Chief of the Astronaut Office
and Acting Deputy Director of the Flight Crew
Operations. Col. Covey retired from NASA and the Air
Force in 1994 but continued to hold several leadership
roles.5

PRESENT

Col. Covey became an astronaut during the Shuttle
era, 1978-1986. His qualifications included: military
personnel at the time, a background in engineering,
specifically aeronautical engineering, and several flight
experiences from being an operational fighter pilot in
the Air Force. When it came time to select an astronaut
to pilot the shuttle, he was the perfect candidate.
During this time, Col. Covey’s flight experience
includes being a T-38 chase pilot for the second and
third Shuttle flights and support crewman for the first
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Current astronauts are selected for missions to the
International Space Station, Artemis missions to the
Moon, and ultimately, missions to Mars. Criteria
include:
- being a U.S. citizen
- having a master’s degree in a STEM field from an
accredited institution; two years of work towards
a doctoral program; a completed medical degree
or completion of a nationally recognized test pilot
program
- at least two years of related professional
experience or 1,000 hours pilot-in-command on
jet aircraft
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-

be able to pass the NASA long-duration flight
astronaut physical
present non-cognitive skills in leadership,
teamwork, and communications.6

considered astronauts, it is worth remembering the
extensive standards NASA has held throughout its
history for astronaut qualifications.7

Furthermore, individuals require extensive experience
and up to two years of training to become fully
qualified astronauts. Thus, as the debate continues
whether individuals who travel to space for
recreational purposes through space tourism are
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